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Status SRA Update September 2015
• WG 1-4 har sänt in förslag till sekretariatet under
augusti och september
• Sekretariatet sammanställer och presenterar för
EBTP ”Steering Committee” vid möte 20 oktober
• Därefter följer uppdatering följt av publicering
Följande texter är till för att visa på vissa
centrala budskap från respektive WG
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WG 1: Biomass
R&D recommendations
• Understand interdisciplinary issues and
assumptions which frame the future biomass
supply across sectors by defining sustainable &
resource efficient value chains
(8 out of 79 million tonnes of raw materials to chemical industry is
renewable)

• Create a level playing field for biomass
resources regardless to their end markets
• Work on bottom up analysis and regional focus
cases
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WG 1: Biomass
I.

Mobilising agricultural, forestry and waste biomass
through the development of sustainable supply chains
a. Sustainable feedstock production
b. Harvesting, collecting, storage

II.

Competition of resources and displacement effects
(including land and water)
a. Resource assessment/forecasting

III. Informing policy formation and updates at European,
national, regional and local level
a. System analysis
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WG 2: Conversion
 The key priorities for commercial biofuel technologies are to improve
environmental (GHG, energy balance, water, inputs…) and
economic performance and bring flexibility as integrated bio-refinery.
 For advanced biofuels technologies (not jet commercialized)
 Ability to process a wide range of sustainable feedstocks while ensuring an
energy and carbon efficient process
 And the option to add higher value by-products
 The conversion technologies to achieve biofuels could generally be adapted to
the production of chemicals

 Advanced biofuels, activities on process optimisation/integration
should focus on specific value chains such as those identified by the
European Industrial Bioenergy Initiative, with on-going pilot, demo
and reference plant projects
 Conversion technologies targeting fuels for heavy duty road
transport, air, marine deserve priority attention because of lack of
alternatives and increasing demand.
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WG 2: Conversion
 No specific technical challenges for processing technologies are
needed to produce bio-jet or marine biofuels but mostly
(downstream) fine-tuning of processes already developed for road
transport fuels.
 Value chains leveraging on industrial synergies with existing
facilities deserve priority attention as they might offer the best
economic and industrial framework to manage the high risk/high
cost of deploying promising new technologies, helping the transition
from conventional to advanced biofuels.
 There are growing interest to electrofuels (power-to-gas and powerto-liquids) boosted by the Energiewende, where low or negative
price renewable electricity can be converted via electrolysis to
hydrogen, and H2 + CO2 is converted to methane or liquids.
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WG 3: End Use
 Demonstrate the cost effectiveness of biofuels for GHG emission
reductions
 Work to ensure that high concentration biofuels are taken into
account
 Work to ensure a fair appreciation of CO2 emissions of vehicles
running on biofuels (well-to-wheel approach, electric vehicles
and vehicles running on renewable fuel should be treated using
equal criteria)
 Make high quality advanced biofuels attractive to vehicle
manufacturers by demonstrating emission and/or engine
efficiency benefits
 Further work on fuel standardisation and harmonised practises
throughout Europe
 Understanding of “best fit” of alternative energies in the various
sectors of transport, biofuels, electricity, synergies and disparities
in fuels for different sectors
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WG 3: End Use
 Increased interest in methanol as a fuel, mainly in the
marine sector and in captive fleets
 First step will be methanol from natural gas;
Biomethanol could offer an energy efficient biomassto-liquids route
 DME research and development projects are going
on in the U.S and in Sweden, but market introduction
is not set yet
 Significant interest in electrofuels (power-to-gas,
power-to-liquids)
 Currently less discussions around algae fuels, but
significant research efforts ongoing to improve energy
and nutrient efficiency
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WG 3: End Use

Source: VW, S. Schmerbeck 2014
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WG 3: End Use

Source: Ministry of Transport and Communications, Finland 2013
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WG 4: Policy and Sustainability
• Establish a clear, stable and policy framework for the
long term (post-2020): This is urgent and critical to
prevent the European bio-industry and bio-economy
from losing their importance and competitiveness at the
international level.
• Develop a policy framework towards 2030 that
stimulates sustainable biomass strategies, taking into
account the overall goals defined at the political level.
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På initiativ av DG Clima (Climate Action), DG
Energy och DG MOVE (Mobility and
Transport)
har Kommissionen bildat en expert grupp kallad
”Sustainable Transport Forum”.
Den skall ge Kommissionen råd vid
implementeringen av
DIRECTIVE 2014/94/EU
(deployment of alternative fuels
infrastructure)
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Presentation by V. Bulc:
Note the emphasis on “Decarbonisation”

Sustainable Transport Forum
1st Meeting
Opening address

Transport Commissioner Violeta Bulc
Bruxelles 29 June 2015
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2 quotes from MoM from Meeting on June 29
(text in red highlighted by Landälv)
Regarding emphasis on sustainability from the Commission
• One member expressed doubts about the use of the term “sustainable” in
the name of the STF. However, it would not be possible to change the name
without modifying the Commission Decision setting up the STF and the
name was chosen to be sure that the main objective of the group is to have
a more sustainable transport in the future.
Regarding that there are no official goal for renewables in transport
• DG MOVE made a presentation on the 2030 Energy and Climate Policy
Framework. The objective of the EU is to have a reduction of 15-18% of
transport CO2 emission by 2030 compared with 2005 values. Figures are
preliminary and encompass all modes. The Energy Union Package
introduces the decarbonisation and the energy efficiency of all the modes of
transport as the main objective of the EU.
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